Definitions, mechanisms and prognostic factors of right ventricular dysfunction in congenital heart disease

Análisis de la interdependencia ventricular en pacientes con cardiopatía congénita con disfunción sistólica y diastólica del ventrículo derecho
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ABSTRACT

The right ventricle (RV) and its dysfunction have been directly associated to negative prognosis in patients with ischemic heart disease. In congenital heart disease (CHD), right ventricle dysfunction results from volume (diastolic) and pressure (systolic) overload mechanisms, considering the many embryonic alterations they hold. Currently, there are no operational definitions to classify right ventricle dysfunction (RVD) in patients with congenital heart disease; and both prognostic or recovery factors are different to those in patients with right coronary ischemic disease. In this paper, we review causes of RVD, etiologic mechanisms and related prognostic variables.

RESUMEN

El ventrículo derecho (VD) y su disfunción han sido directamente asociados con un pronóstico desfavorable en pacientes con cardiopatías isquémicas. En las cardiopatías congénitas (CC) la disfunción ventricular derecha resulta de mecanismos de sobrecarga, ya sea de volumen (diastólica) o de presión (sistólica), considerando las múltiples alteraciones embriológicas. No hay hasta el momento, una definición operacional para clasificar la disfunción del ventrículo derecho (DVD) en pacientes con CC y tanto los factores pronósticos como de recuperación son diferentes si se comparan con cardiopatía isquémica. En este artículo, se revisan las causas de DVD así como mecanismos etiológicos probables y factores pronósticos.

INTRODUCTION

New surgical procedures have allowed the survival of patients with congenital heart disease (CHD); nowadays, global life expectancy of these patients is barely 15% lower to that of healthy 45-year population.1 However, arrhythmias and heart failure are among the main causes of death (20-35%).2

This increase regarding individuals with congenital heart disease, have allowed cardiologists to be more in touch with these patients that nowadays survive through adult life.

The causal mechanisms of ventricular dysfunction in CHD differ to those of adult patients with ischemia; that is why the knowledge of these mechanisms is important to understand RVD development.

Right ventricle (RV) has an important role on the pathophysiology of many congenital heart defects. Its importance has been underestimated for long time, with its relevance now coming to light. This paper reviews the role of RV on congenital heart disease.

RV EMBRIOLOGY

The embryonic development of the heart is fundamental for the understanding of CHD; on complex cases, these alterations are established prior to 7th week of development.
The cardiogenic plate is originated on the 3rd week of gestation, between day 20 and 21. Afterwards, at the beginning of week 4, both endocardial tubes located at the lateral ends of the trilaminar embryo are fused originating the heart tube, which contracts for the first time on day 23.

From this moment on, the heart loop turns on itself forming a curl-like structure, where the primitive heart chambers can be found. Both auricles are connected to each other, and the primitive left auricle has continuity with the primitive ventricle, thus forming the first atrioventricular connection. The primitive ventricle connects to the bulbus cordis (which will form the right ventricle) and ends on the truncus.4

The auricular septum starts and ends on the 5th week with the growth of the septum primum and secundum; meanwhile, at the beginning of week 6, the interventricular septum originates on the apex of the single ventricle.

After this, the truncus arteriosus starts to form: the inferior branch emerges from the endocardic cushions and the superior branch does so from the notochord migration. These branches turn 180° inside the truncus until they meet again and split the great vessels from the start.

By the end of week eight, the heart has completed its formation; at this time, congenital heart defects such as Tetralogy of Fallot (TOF), atrioventricular and ventriculoarterial discordances, pulmonary atresia and its variants (with and without interventricular septal defect) and atrioventricular valves pathology that causes univentricular hearts are already established (Figure 1).5,6

GROSS ANATOMY OF THE RIGHT VENTRICLE

To consider a heart chamber as a ventricle, the next three features are required:

- An Inlet, which will relate to the tricuspid valve (by embryonic rule a valve follows any ventricle). Pathologic conditions, such as classical tricuspid atresia or Ebstein anomaly will condition variations on size and development of the muscular component of the RV.7

- A muscular component: The RV has the shape of a pyramid and has more trabeculas than the left ventricle (due to the existence of the 3 muscular bands: parietal, septo-marginal and moderator band). CHD with alterations of RV inlet or outlet produce hypertrophy of muscular structures, reducing the ventricular area. Volume overload will present if there are interventricular septum defects as well.9

- Outlet: area from the muscular component of the RV to the pulmonary valve. It contains the infundibulum (site of defects such as TOF). Any circumstance that alters or obstructs this place will cause pressure increase within the RV.9

HEMODYNAMICS OF RV

The main function of RV is to receive the systemic venous return and to distribute it through a closed circuit to pulmonary circulation that will return to the left ventricle to be again distributed to the rest of the body.

To act as a bomb, the RV contracts through 3 separate mechanisms: 1) free-wall movement, 2) longitudinal fiber contraction (from the tricuspid valve towards the apex) and 3) horizontal fiber traction from the free wall towards the interventricular septum (the latter synergistic with the left-ventricle, LV, contraction). Unlike the contralateral ventricle, the RV has not an energetic rotation contraction because it has not a circular shape, and because the pressure to overcome is under the systemic one.10

It can be concluded that the RV exerts a smaller contraction force and time because of the fact that the resistance to beat in almost a third lower from the systemic one.

CHANGES ON CONGENITAL HEART DISEASE

On pathological conditions such as right coronary ischemia, the sudden damage of the RV causes acute dysfunction that will result on heart dilation and failure to deviate blood flow towards the pulmonary riverbed, thus causing LV dysfunction by reducing preload.11

On the particular case of CHD, the damage mechanism is established from birth, and this vicious mechanic causes a series of shape and
function changes inside the RV, that will explain why these patients have to be analyzed in a different way that those with ischemia.

Right ventricle dysfunction (RVD) in CHD is divided in two types:

- Systolic dysfunction: Or by pressure increase; caused by obstruction to the outlet of the RV on CHD such as TOF, pulmonary atresia with interventricular septal defect, pulmonary valve or infundibular stenosis and Ebstein anomaly. All of these CHD cause after load increase of the RV; the increase on resistance that the heart must overcome results on concentric ventricle hypertrophy.12,13

- Diastolic dysfunction: Or by volume overload; includes conditions such as interatrial and interventricular defects, patent ductus arteriosus, coronary fistulas towards the RV or anomalous pulmonary venous connection. These CHD cause a left-to-right shunt that diverts more volume towards the RV, with increase on the pulmonary bed resulting on pulmonary arterial hypertension; the ventricle will present diastolic pressure increase.14,15

Both mechanical principles are not mutually excluding, and could coexist on the same patient on the evolution of heart disease. We didn’t include univentricular hearts because the anatomical, functional and hemodynamic alterations make classification in any type difficult (Figure 2).

NEED OF A DEFINITION

In 1963, the World Health Organization (WHO) defined RV claudication as the hypertrophy resulting from heart conditions that affect pulmonary structure and function;16 recently, the term dilation of RV has been added to this definition.17

Right ventricular dysfunction (RVD) is yet an unexplored ground, especially in CHD that relies on both the mechanisms previously explained.18

Staging of functional class has a direct proportional relationship with right and left ventricular claudication,19 Vizzardi E and cols20 defined for their association study of echocardiographic factors with RVD exclusively the following: Functional Class over II by the New York Heart Association (NYAH), hemodynamic decompensation episodes over six months and the need of diuretic therapy.20,21 On table 1, some definitions of RVD used by some authors in different conditions are shown; these can vary hence the need to have a standard definition that will allow to identify RVD worldwide is evident.

CHANGES OF RVD ON THE CHD PATIENT AFTER CORRECTIVE SURGERY

New surgical techniques have allowed the increase of survival rates in patients with CHD. Changes on the primary lesion of each CHD allow ventricles to adapt and recover a near-to-physiological condition. Although some basic research studies have shown that changes of the myocardial fiber from the original lesion are irreversible, it is currently acknowledged that there is an adaptation of muscle fibers that can make it return to a basal-like state.

Also, these type of patients have other diseases associated to surgical procedures, such as residual defects, atrioventricular block, valve disease or fistulas that could affect RV dynamics.22

FACTORS ASSOCIATED TO RVD PROGNOSIS

A great number of studies have investigated the prognostic variables associated to the development or recovery from RVD:

- Clinical: Huxley and colsanalyzed the presence of clinical variables for the development of RVD on open population; they found that lasting tachycardia with an odds ratio (OR) of 2.09 (IC-95%, 1.07-4.1) or resuscitation maneuvers with an OR = 4.20 (IC 95%, 2.21-7.9). An asian multicentric study which enrolled 543,694 participants, associated predictive factors for right or left chronic heart failure. Such risk factors were: body mass index (BMI) with a hazard ratio (HR) of 1.68 (1.34-2.11), a BMI over 30 with a HR of 1.69 (1.17-2.43), and female gender with a HR (1.02-1.89).23 Pedal
edema, cervical veins distention, ascites and dyspnea were found to be early signs of RVD associated with bad pre-surgery prognosis in patients without CHD on symptoms questioning and physical exam. Supraventricular tachycardia with increase of cardiothoracic index are early signs of RV distortion related to early mortality increase. Other findings on physical exam, such as visible jugular pulse, the presence of a third heart sound, enlarged liver and Kussmaul sign in patients with ischemic lesion of RV have been statistically associated with worse prognosis.

- Echocardiography, CHD and RV: echocardiography is the preferred tool in the follow-up of patients with CHD, especially in those that involve RV. The standardized measurements of RV function and structure have shown a predictive power on clinical practice, especially on patients with pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH). The tricuspid anular plane systolic excursion (TAPSE) less than 18mm on patients with PAH has a HR = 5.7 to predict death in a 1-2 year period. The Tei index on RV has a HR of 1.3 for each increase unit to predict mortality on post-op patients and transplantation patients with values > 0.83, showing a death-free probability less than 4% for a 5 year period. Specifically, on patients with CHD and Eisenmenger syndrome, independence to predict mortality has been shown, auricular area > 25 cm² (HR = 5.91, IC-95% of 2.6-11), relationship between right and left auricle over 1.5 (HR = 8.9, IC-95% of 2.9-27) and right auricle pressure over 10 mmHg (HR = 4.6, IC-95% of 1.59-11.5).

- CHD and PAH: PAH is defined as the mean arterial pulmonary pressure over 25 mmHg or systolic at rest over 30 mmHg. Septal or interventricular defects are the most common cause of CHD; they coexist with a volume increase on the pulmonary bed, thus conditioning PAH.
In ICUs, RVD in patients with these conditions mortality is > 40% when compared to those without RVD. Despite accurate selection protocols may help to determine the best surgical candidates, post-op PAH crisis presents in 20% of cases. There is little information about these patients after shunt correction, but most evidence concludes that with more exposition time to volume overload in pulmonary bed, there is less probability for recovery. Hypertrophy of RV occurs when its walls are persistently overloaded with volume; if this phenomenon continues, dilation will occur. In the post-surgery period, when the RV is «stunt» because of manipulation, the ability for contraction decreases, causing decrease of cardiac output, conditioning heart failure.

- **Ventricular interdependency (VI):** Defined as the relation between both ventricles (the structure and function of one can determine the other). This phenomenon was initially described on left valve heart disease, specifically on cases of regurgitation that conditioned retrograde overload to pulmonary bed (thus affecting RV). Borrayo and cols described in a sample of patients with right coronary ischemia this phenomenon (RV to LV), also affecting left chambers function. Patients with CHD (prolonged RV damage) behave differently from those with ischemic damage; that is why concepts of RVD cannot be used in a general way. There are animal models that have tried to explain this association; concluding that VI is related to the mechanism of RVD; meaning that in systolic failure of RV, pressure increase on the RV outlet causes hypertrophy of its wall, causing systolic pressure to be the same as the one in the RV, increasing oxygen requirements and coronary flow that can be decreased in the RV, causing less contraction force. On diastolic dysfunction, volume overload causes chamber dilation of the RV, that can displace the interventricular septum and cause obstruction on the RV outlet, also reducing preload. This mechanism is not entirely pure; this can be explained by the fact that some CHD such as TOF have septal defects and outlet obstruction in which VI has a mixed cause.

- **Liver function:** There is a direct relationship between RV and liver, owed to flow continuity (previously described in terms of cardiac cirrhosis, heart-liver failure). CHD that cause liver failure are those that cause an increase on ventricular pressure by volume, such as: tricuspid regurgitation, post-op Fontan patients, pulmonary atresia with septal interventricular defect. Retrograde volume increase on venous space causes an increase on pressure, resulting on perisinusoidal edema, endothelial degeneration and remodeling. Initially inflammation causes the release of liver enzymes (AST, ALT, LDH); on chronic stages, there is a dysfunction on liver metabolism: albumin and blood glucose alterations. Cowger and cols found an OR of 1.86 (1.02-3.4) with albumin levels below 3 g/dL, differences between LDH levels with an OR of 1.001 (1-1.002), SGTP > 80 UI/L with an OR of 3.2(1.6-6-25) and increases of total bilirubin levels > 2 mg/dL, OR of 3.59 (1.8-7.1) in patients that developed RVF after placing a left ventricle-support device.

- **Natriuretic peptides (NP):** These are peptidic substances of similar structures but genetically different. There are 4 types: atrial (ANP), brain (BNP) both of cardiac origin; C-type (CNP; of endothelial origin) and recently discovered D-type (DNP), found in snakes. Those useful from a clinical perspective are ANP and BNP. CHD characteristically have effort limitation, related to heart failure syndrome (Cyanotic CHD and specially patients with Fontan circulation) that cause an increase on this effort limitation and also in neurohormonal activation. Law and cols showed that BNP values were increased on patients with Fontan procedure that had an increase on filling pressures (RV or LV) and more severe disease (according to the score that considers dyspnea with routine activities, need of hospitalization and/or use of IV vasoactive drugs or diuretics for the treatment of heart failure). By applying a cut level of 40 pg/mL, BNP sensitivity to detect heart disease associated with ventricular dysfunction was...
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85% with an 81% specificity, a positive predictive value of 92% and a negative predictive value of 68%.37

CAN RVD BE A RECOVERING CONDITION?

The mechanism of function recovery in RVD is not completely understood. The myocardium has the ability of remodeling and volume adaptation, once the factors that caused failure are corrected. In chronic heart failure, remodeling mechanisms are described:38 cellular hypertrophy, myocytes changes on excitation-contraction mechanism, loss of myofilaments (myocytolysis), β-adrenergic desensibilization, abnormal myocardium metabolism due to mitochondrial alterations and loss of cytoskeleton.

Actual theories support the fact that timely management of ischemic lesions and antihypertensive and pulmonary anti-congestion treatment could favor myocardial cell to adapt to lesion and «recover» its normal condition.

There are no studies that evaluate heart remodeling after surgery in CHD. An asian study analyzed recovery form left ventricular failure after acute infarct through measuring prognostic factors al time 0 (event), 2 weeks and 6 months after. This study found that the associated factors in the multivariate analysis were:39 ejection fraction of RV, mitral regurgitation decrease, diastolic ventricular diameter of RV and dosage of beta blockers. We consider that these variables could be used to evaluate recovery from ventricular failure in CHD.

CONCLUSIONS

R VF in CHD is a reality directly associated with the prognosis of these patients. This review al-

Figure 1. 1. Heart loop, each structure before folding. 2. Heart loop twisted, the first atrioventricular connection links LA with VP. 3. Atrial septation. 4. Ventricular septation. 5. Truncus conus formation.

Figure 2. RVD model mechanism and diseases that condition it.
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